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WACTA Report
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1. Accomplishments Since the Last Report (please identify the strategic plan goal/objective each activity seeks to achieve):

WACTA did not post a report for the last meeting...

2. Emerging Critical Issues/Concerns for WA-ACTE and/or Your Section (for information purposes only):
   - Continued concern around relationship with ESD Career Connect initiatives. Who does what and what credentials do they have to lead the work? Duplication of services
   - MS Art requirement: Can CTE meet the requirement? IF so, how?
   - NON CTE Work Experience, will a CTE Certificated instructor be “qualified” as the teacher of record? OR will this be designated a Basic Ed Cert? (REALLY need to include CTE Certs!)

3. Emerging Critical Issues/Concerns for the Field of Career and Technical Education (for information purposes only):
   - CTSO National Events Hosted in Summer. Challenging to get teachers to attend. Supporting graduated students, cost to pay teachers for their time. Any flexibility to schedule during school year?
   - Mastery Based Learning and CTE, who is doing it? Who is doing it well?

4. Other Comments/Suggestions:

5. Upcoming Meetings or Conferences:

   Items Requested to Be Placed on Board Agenda for Discussion
   (Only include items that require Board discussion or action. These will be placed on the Board meeting agenda at the discretion of the President.)

   - NON CTE Work Experience, will a CTE Certificated instructor be “qualified” as the teacher of record? OR will this be designated a Basic Ed Cert? (REALLY need to include CTE Certs!)